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Revelation 12:18 Then the dragon took his stand on the shore beside the sea. 
13:1 Then I saw a beast rising up out of the sea. It had seven heads and ten horns, 
with ten crowns on its horns. And written on each head were names that 
blasphemed God. 2 This beast looked like a leopard, but it had the feet of a bear 
and the mouth of a lion! And the dragon gave the beast his own power and throne 
and great authority. 3 Then I witnessed in heaven another significant event. I saw a 
large red dragon with seven heads and ten horns, with seven crowns on his heads. 
(NLT) 

✦Similar description in Daniel. 
- Remember Daniel is looking forward, John is looking backward 

Daniel 2:31 “In your vision, Your Majesty, you saw standing before you a huge, 
shining statue of a man. It was a frightening sight. 32 The head of the statue was 
made of fine gold. Its chest and arms were silver, its belly and thighs were bronze, 
33 its legs were iron, and its feet were a combination of iron and baked clay. 34 As 
you watched, a rock was cut from a mountain, but not by human hands. It struck the 
feet of iron and clay, smashing them to bits. 35 The whole statue was crushed into 
small pieces of iron, clay, bronze, silver, and gold. Then the wind blew them away 
without a trace, like chaff on a threshing floor. But the rock that knocked the statue 
down became a great mountain that covered the whole earth. (NLT) 

__________________ Of A Man 
• Head of Gold 

- Kingdom of Babylon 
• Chest & Arms of Silver 

- Kingdom of Medes & Persians 
• Belly & Thighs of Bronze 

- Kingdom of Ancient Greece 
• Two Legs of Iron 

- Kingdom of Ancient Rome 
• Feet of Iron & Clay 

- Kingdom of Restored Rome 
‣ 10 toes = 10 horns 

• Crushing Rock 
- Kingdom of God 
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✦Last week looked at other names for Antichrist (13 in NT, 33 in OT) 
- Assyrian (References to Nimrod; 1st Dictator) 

The Land of __________________ 
• Cities 

- Babel (“bab” tower, “el” god: “tower to god”) 
‣ babble (people who talk to much; confusion of languages)  

- Accad (Akkad, Agade) 
- Erech (Uruk, Sumeria) 
- Nineveh (Assyria) 
- Sumer (Shinar) 
- Calah (20 miles form Nineveh) 

• Capital was Babylon 
• Beginning of all civilization 

The __________________ of Babylon 
• Destruction of Babylon 

- Sudden catastrophic destruction 
- Never to be inhabited 
- Building materials never reused 
- “Like Sodom and Gomorrah" 
‣ Isaiah 13 & 14 
‣ Jeremiah 50 & 51 

- Sudden catastrophic destruction 
‣ This has __________________ happened yet 

• Fall Of Babylon 
‣ On October 12th, in 539 BC, Persian ruler Cyrus the Great conquers 

Babylon. With brilliant military strategy Cyrus managed to conquer the 
unconquerable, as it was said that Babylon’s walls could not be 
penetrated, a true statement. 
‣ In a military engagement known as the Battle of Opis, Cyrus knew that 

they could never break the walls. So he waited until the Babylonians had 
a national feast where they would be unsuspecting of an attack. There 
was one entrance in through the Euphrates River, where someone would 
have to hold their breath and swim until the other side, virtually 
impossible. Cyrus had his men divert the water until the water was only 
at hip length. Cyrus took control of the city with virtually no fight. 
Babylon then came under the control of the Persian Empire. 
‣ Not destroyed by Persians, became a secondary capital. 
‣ Two centuries later Greece (Alexander) makes it his capital. 
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‣ The Seleucid empire created a new city which changed the travel route 
and Babylon eroded to irrelevance. 
‣ People lived there as late as the 1800’s 

• Destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah 
- God plans to visit the city to weigh it’s wickedness (vs. 20-21) 
- Abraham argues for the righteous in the city 
‣ 50 / 45 / 40 / 30 / 20 / 10 
‣ “I will not destroy it for the sake of the ten.” 

- Pre-requisite for judgement 
‣ Lack of righteous people (Genesis 18) 
‣ Righteous warned and evacuated prior to judgement (Genesis 19) 

Isaiah 13:1 Isaiah son of Amoz received this message concerning the destruction of 
Babylon: 2 “Raise a signal flag on a bare hilltop. Call up an army against Babylon. 
Wave your hand to encourage them as they march into the palaces of the high and 
mighty. 3 I, the Lord, have dedicated these soldiers for this task. Yes, I have called 
mighty warriors to express my anger, and they will rejoice when I am exalted.” 
4 Hear the noise on the mountains! Listen, as the vast armies march! It is the noise 
and shouting of many nations. The Lord of Heaven’s Armies has called this army 
together. 5 They come from distant countries, from beyond the farthest horizons. 
They are the Lord’s weapons to carry out his anger. With them he will destroy the 
whole land. 6 Scream in terror, for the day of the Lord has arrived—the time for the 
Almighty to destroy. 7 Every arm is paralyzed with fear. Every heart melts, 8 and 
people are terrified. Pangs of anguish grip them, like those of a woman in labor. 
They look helplessly at one another, their faces aflame with fear. 9 For see, the day 
of the Lord is coming—the terrible day of his fury and fierce anger. The land will be 
made desolate, and all the sinners destroyed with it. 10 The heavens will be black 
above them; the stars will give no light. The sun will be dark when it rises, and the 
moon will provide no light. 11 “I, the Lord, will punish the world for its evil and the 
wicked for their sin. I will crush the arrogance of the proud and humble the pride of 
the mighty. 12 I will make people scarcer than gold—more rare than the fine gold of 
Ophir. 13 For I will shake the heavens. The earth will move from its place when the 
Lord of Heaven’s Armies displays his wrath in the day of his fierce anger.” (NLT) 

Isaiah 14:19 Babylon, the most glorious of kingdoms, the flower of Chaldean pride, 
will be devastated like Sodom and Gomorrah when God destroyed them. 
20 Babylon will never be inhabited again. It will remain empty for generation after 
generation. Nomads will refuse to camp there, and shepherds will not bed down 
their sheep. (NLT) 
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Isaiah 14:22 This is what the Lord of Heaven’s Armies says: “I, myself, have risen 
against Babylon! I will destroy its children and its children’s children,” says the Lord. 
23 “I will make Babylon a desolate place of owls, filled with swamps and marshes. I 
will sweep the land with the broom of destruction. I, the Lord of Heaven’s Armies, 
have spoken!” A Message about Assyria 24 The Lord of Heaven’s Armies has sworn 
this oath: “It will all happen as I have planned. It will be as I have decided. 25 I will 
break the Assyrians when they are in Israel; I will trample them on my mountains. My 
people will no longer be their slaves nor bow down under their heavy loads. 26 I 
have a plan for the whole earth, a hand of judgment upon all the nations. 27 The 
Lord of Heaven’s Armies has spoken—who can change his plans? When his hand is 
raised, who can stop him?” (NLT) 

Jeremiah 50:17 “The Israelites are like sheep that have been scattered by lions. 
First the king of Assyria ate them up. Then King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon cracked 
their bones.” 18 Therefore, this is what the Lord of Heaven’s Armies, the God of 
Israel, says: “Now I will punish the king of Babylon and his land, just as I punished 
the king of Assyria. 19 And I will bring Israel home again to its own land, to feed in 
the fields of Carmel and Bashan, and to be satisfied once more in the hill country of 
Ephraim and Gilead. 20 In those days,” says the Lord, “no sin will be found in Israel 
or in Judah, for I will forgive the remnant I preserve. (NLT) 

Jeremiah 50:39 “Soon Babylon will be inhabited by desert animals and hyenas. It 
will be a home for owls. Never again will people live there; it will lie desolate forever. 
40 I will destroy it as I destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah and their neighboring 
towns,” says the Lord. “No one will live there; no one will inhabit it. 41 “Look! A great 
army is coming from the north. A great nation and many kings are rising against you 
from far-off lands. (NLT) 

Jeremiah 51:45 “Come out, my people, flee from Babylon. Save yourselves! Run 
from the Lord’s fierce anger. 46 But do not panic; don’t be afraid when you hear the 
first rumor of approaching forces. For rumors will keep coming year by year. 
Violence will erupt in the land as the leaders fight against each other. 47 For the 
time is surely coming when I will punish this great city and all her idols. Her whole 
land will be disgraced, and her dead will lie in the streets. 48 Then the heavens and 
earth will rejoice, for out of the north will come destroying armies against Babylon,” 
says the Lord. 49 “Just as Babylon killed the people of Israel and others throughout 
the world, so must her people be killed. 50 Get out, all you who have escaped the 
sword! Do not stand and watch—flee while you can! Remember the Lord, though you 
are in a far-off land, and think about your home in Jerusalem.” (NLT) 

• Babylon must rise to prominence, for it to then be destroyed. 
- Will that rise culminate before the rapture? Or after? 
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- It is presently being rebuilt. 

• Rise of Babylon 
- __________________ Babylon 

< 2 Maps > 

‣ Situated 85 km south of Baghdad. 
‣ Seat of successive empires, under rulers such as Hammurabi (“Code” It 

is the longest, best-organized, and best-preserved legal text from the 
ancient Near East) and Nebuchadnezzar. 
‣ The city's association with one of the seven wonders of the ancient 

world—the Hanging Gardens—has also inspired artistic, popular and 
religious culture on a global scale. 

- Saddam Hussein 
‣ Believing himself to be the reincarnation of King Nebuchadnezzar II, 

who had conquered Jerusalem 2,500 years earlier, Hussein invested 
more than $500 million toward his goal of restoring Babylon's ancient 
city. 
‣ In 1987, while on a site visit to the ruins of Nebuchadnezzar's palace, 

Hussein asked how his guides were so certain of the date of its 
construction. The curator showed Hussein some of the original bricks, 
stamped with the name of Nebuchadnezzar II and the date that we now 
refer to as 605 B.C. Hussein, not to be outdone, had bricks laid in his 
palace wall that read: "In the reign of the victorious Saddam Hussein, the 
president of the Republic, . . . the guardian of the great Iraq and the 
renovator of its renaissance and the builder of its great civilization, the 
rebuilding of the great city of Babylon was done in 1987.” 
‣ Saddam's extravagant plans were interrupted by the U.S. invasion of 

Iraq in 2003. Despite his removal from power and subsequent 
execution, the work to rebuild Babylon continues. 
‣ In 2009 the U.S. State Department issued a media note announcing a 

$700,000 pledge to The Future of Babylon Project, explaining that 
"Babylon stands out among Iraq's rich contributions to humanity." The 
note went on to say that this project "exemplifies the American people's 
commitment to the preservation of human heritage and their respect for 
the cultural heritage of Iraq.” 
‣ The United States government is taking seriously the rise of the city of 

Babylon and the central place of Iraq in the future of the world. On 
January 5, 2009, the largest and, at $474 million, the most expensive 
U.S. Embassy in the world opened in Baghdad, not far from Babylon. 
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‣ July 2019, so much progress had been made that Babylon was named a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
‣ Fall of 2021, the “Babylon International Festival” was held again for the 

first time in two decades. 
‣ The goal: to “relaunch art, culture and even the economy of Iraq” by 

making Babylon “a showcase” of a new Iraq, a must-see tourist attraction 
for visitors from all over the world, said one participant. 

- __________________ Babylon 

< 4 Photos > 

‣ Agenda 21 / Globalism - (United Nations) underlying motives of a one-
world government. Everyone US president since President Franklin 
Roosevelt has been in favor of or pushed this agenda (except one, 
President Donald Trump). 
‣ Agenda 2030 actively calls for a one-world government, including UN 

control of all water sources, control of food production, control of all 
private land, new UN taxes being imposed on sovereign citizens, UN 
control of the economy and private manufacturing and innovation, UN 
control of public transit, including determining who — and where — 
sovereign citizens may and may not be allowed to travel. Not to mention 
“big brother” surveillance — not just in public places but even through 
monitoring of our own homes, cell phones and computers. 

- __________________ Babylon  

Revelation 18:2 “Babylon is fallen—that great city is fallen! She has become a home 
for demons. She is a hideout for every foul spirit, a hideout for every foul vulture and 
every foul and dreadful animal. 3 For all the nations have fallen because of the wine 
of her passionate immorality. The kings of the world have committed adultery with 
her. Because of her desires for extravagant luxury, the merchants of the world have 
grown rich.” (NLT) 

Revelation 18:8 Therefore, these plagues will overtake her in a single day—death 
and mourning and famine.mShe will be completely consumed by fire,mfor the Lord 
God who judges her is mighty.” 9 And the kings of the world who committed 
adultery with her and enjoyed her great luxury will mourn for her as they see the 
smoke rising from her charred remains. 10 They will stand at a distance, terrified by 
her great torment. They will cry out, “How terrible, how terrible for you, O Babylon, 
you great city! In a single moment God’s judgment came on you.” (NLT) 

Revelation 18:8 For this reason in one day her plagues will come, [h]plague and 
mourning and famine, and she will be burned up with fire; for the Lord God who 
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judges her is strong. 9 “And the kings of the earth, who committed acts of sexual 
immorality and lived luxuriously with her, will weep and mourn over her when they 
see the smoke of her burning, 10 standing at a distance because of the fear of her 
torment, saying, ‘Woe, woe, the great city, Babylon, the strong city! For in one hour 
your judgment has come.’ … 15 The merchants of these things, who became rich 
from her, will stand at a distance because of the fear of her torment, weeping and 
mourning, 16 saying, ‘Woe, woe, the great city, she who was clothed in fine linen 
and purple and scarlet, and [n]adorned with gold, precious stones, and pearls; 
17 for in one hour such great wealth has been laid waste!’ And every shipmaster 
and every passenger and sailor, and all who make their living by the sea, stood at a 
distance, 18 and were crying out as they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, 
‘What city is like the great city?’ 19 And they threw dust on their heads and were 
crying out, weeping and mourning, saying, ‘Woe, woe, the great city, in which all 
who had ships at sea became rich from her prosperity, for in one hour she has been 
laid waste!’ 20 Rejoice over her, O heaven, and you saints and apostles and 
prophets, because God has pronounced judgment for you against her.” (NASB) 

• __________________ Babylon 
- The Great Whore (Religious) - Revelation 17 
‣ Rides the Beast with 7 heads, 10 horns 
‣ Mother of Harlots and Abominations 
‣ Drunk with the blood of the saints 

- Other Reading 
‣ Alexander Hislop: The Two Babylons (Complete 7th Edition) 
‣ Dave Hunt: A Woman Rides The Beast 
‣ Modern Babylon (Rev. 17:5) is the Roman Catholic Church. 
‣ Where did the practices and beliefs of Roman Catholicism come from? 
‣ Many Roman Catholic teachings did not originate with Christ or the 

Bible, but were adopted from ancient pagan Babylonian religion, and 
given Christian names. 
‣ These same rituals embody the Catholic church of today. Learn the true 

origins of: • The Mother and Child • The Mass • The Wafer (Eucharist) • 
Purgatory • The Sovereign Pontiff • Prayers for the Dead • The Rosary • 
The Sign of the Cross • The Confessional • Clothing and Crowning of 
Images • Priests, Monks, and Nuns • Relic Worship • Worship of the 
Sacred Heart • Extreme Unction • and much more! 

- Babylon the Great (City) - Revelation 18 
‣ Destruction upsets - Kings, Merchants, Those that trade by the sea 
‣ Is world trade the cause for the rise of Babylon? 
‣ Is it idiomatic? Or literal? 
‣ Is the “new” Babylon New York? or is it literal? Can it be both? 
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The Two __________________ 

__________________ Of Babylon 

✦Read all 6 in one sitting 
✦3 different authors, same language, written at different times 

Israel 
Chapter 12

Woman Riding Beast 
Chapter 17

Where? In Heaven Upon many waters

Mother Of Man-Child Of Harlots

Clothed With With Sun Purple, Scarlet, Gold

Identity Sun, Moon, Stars Reigns Over Kings Of The Earth

Enemy Dragon 10 Kings (Ultimately)

Relationship Hated By World Caressed By World

Sustained By Wings Of Heaven Dragon

Headdress Crown Of 12 Stars Mystery Babylon The Great

Status Widowed, Divorced “Am No Widow…”

Final Location New Jerusalem Habitation Of Demons

Isaiah Jeremiah Revelation

13 14 50 51 17 18

Many Nations Attacking 4, 5 2, 25 2, 9, 41, 
48 7 18

Israel In The Land, Forgiven 1 4, 22

Like Sodom & Gomorrah 19 40

Never To Be Inhabited, 
Bricks Never Reused 20 23 13, 26, 39 25, 29, 37

During “Day Of The Lord” 6, 10, 11, 
13 25 x x

Literal (Chaldean) Babylon 19 22 50 4, 24, 53

King’s Fornication, Drunk 
With Wine 7 2 3, 9

Scarlet, Purple, Golden Cup 7 3, 4 5, 15
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Zechariah 5:5 Then the angel who was talking with me came forward and said, 
“Look up and see what’s coming.” 6 “What is it?” I asked. He replied, “It is a basket 
for measuring grain, and it’s filled with the sins of everyone throughout the land.” 
7 Then the heavy lead cover was lifted off the basket, and there was a woman sitting 
inside it. 8 The angel said, “The woman’s name is Wickedness,” and he pushed her 
back into the basket and closed the heavy lid again. 9 Then I looked up and saw two 
women flying toward us, gliding on the wind. They had wings like a stork, and they 
picked up the basket and flew into the sky. 10 “Where are they taking the basket?” I 
asked the angel. 11 He replied, “To the land of Babylonia, where they will build a 
temple for the basket. And when the temple is ready, they will set the basket there 
on its pedestal.” (NLT) 

Zechariah 5:5 Then the angel who had been speaking with me went out and said to 
me, “Now raise your eyes and see what this is that is going forth.” 6 And I said, “What 
is it?” Then he said, “This is the ephah [20 quarts or 22 liters] going forth.” Again he 
said, “This is their appearance in all the land. 7 And behold, a lead cover was lifted 
up.” He continued, “And this is a woman sitting inside the ephah.” 8 Then he said, 
“This is Wickedness!” And he thrust her into the middle of the ephah and threw the 
lead weight on its opening. 9 Then I raised my eyes and looked, and there two 
women were coming out with the wind in their wings; and they had wings like the 
wings of the stork, and they lifted up the ephah between the earth and the heavens. 
10 So I said to the angel who was speaking with me, “Where are they taking the 
ephah?” 11 Then he said to me, “To build a temple for her in the land of Shinar; and 
when it is prepared, she will be set there on her own pedestal.” (NLT) 

An __________________ 
• “Lift up your eyes” 

- Something notable is going to happen 
• Measuring tool 

‣ Ephah measures volume 
‣ Talent measures weight 

• Woman personifies Wickedness 
- Whore of Revelation 18? 
‣ Contained and restrained 

• Stork is unclean bird 
- Unclean idioms 

• House to be built 
- Shinar 
‣ Appears 7 times in the Old Testament 
‣ Place where Babylon (city) stood (county) 
‣ Always a synonym for Babylon


